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Rate of Return Under Re-Capitalisation:
A Note
Mohamed Ariff and Lim Kian Guan*
INTRODUCTION
Share returns are commonly adjusted for re-capitalisation by distributing
the difference between market and exercise prices over the number of shares. A
model for the adjustment procedures is developed. Different specifications of the
time of re-capitalisation provide insights into the merits of different procedures
and the meaning of the adjusted returns.
Re-capitalisation is said to occur when the total amount of equity capital
or number of shares in a firm changes. The changes may be due to share repur-
chase' or, more commonly, the distribution or sale of new issues by listed firms.
New issues usually take the form of bonus issues (sometimes called stock divi-
dends) or new paid-up issues called rights issues. Strictly speaking, bonus issues
do not change the amount of equity. Only the number of outstanding shares of a
firm changes. New rights issues occur where existing shareholders are given
rights in proportion to existing ownership ratios to purchase the new issues. The
exercise price, often called the subscription rate, is typically set a little below the
current market price of the share.
This note measures the ex-post share retum when there is re-capitalisation
of the firm in the interim. When there is a re-capitalisation, the price relative
adjusted for dividends (for example on a daily basis) is:
where P,^ __ is the share price n periods after time t, and D,^ . is the share dividends
issued j periods after t. If it is a measure of daily returns, then n = j = 1, and one
period denotes one day, and the retum R^ ,^ at t+1 measures a holding period
retum derived from buying the share at the closing price P ,^ at t, and collecting
dividend D^ j^ at t+1, and selling the share at P,^, at the close of t+1: we assume
that the time value of money is non-significiant as dividends are paid within
about 2 weeks of ex-date. The closing price is used because it is the most com-
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monly reported number. D^^ . in the equation (1) would be non-zero if t-f-j is the
dividend issue date, and zero otherwise.
When the ex-post measure is for monthly returns, then one period may
still denote one day, and n equals the number of trading days in a calendar
month, usually standardised at 30 for calculation. Here j may be less than 30. If
interest compounding is added for D,^ ., the amount from dividend is greater than
the actual D,^ . when valued at t-i-n given n > j . Therefore, traditional monthly
returns are under-quoted. If the holding period return is computed as realised
return, which implies buying and selling, the transaction costs would have de-
creased the usual ex-post return measure. If dividend is paid within the period,
i.e. j < n, then the price at t-i-n would have fallen normally to reflect the reduction
in value of the firm as a result of dividend payment. This is the important reason
for adding the dividend as it is also a cash flow to investors. On balance^, the
usual measure (1) is quite acceptable even when j < n and we treat the dividend
as occurring at the end of the holding period since the transaction cost is substan-
tially higher than the compound interest on dividends.
When there is re-capitalisation, the holding period measure faces £in im-
mediate problem. Since there is a capital change, it is no longer the case that the
price P, to P^ ^^^ are for the same share. Some time within that (t, t-i-n) interval, the
investor has to add new capital to his investment in the firm. We will consider
the rights-issue case later'. We will present the returns calculation for the bonus
issue case first, which is rather straightforward, and which provides some intui-
tion for the subsequent analysis.
The firm would issue 1 bonus share for every N shares held by existing share-
holders. An investor pays NP^ for N shares, and ends up with (N-H1) shares at t-t-n
when the per share price is P^ ^^ . Then, return over interval (t, t-i-n), is R,^ :^
(2)
This is the ex-post holding period return when there is a bonus issue which is
followed by a dividend at j periods from t.
In the next section we deal in detail with the case of re-capitalisation with
a rights issue. A bonus issue has no exercise price, and thus there is no need to
distribute the issue premium across the new shares. Thus, the adjustment sug-
gested by (2) is merely to account for the additional shares now in place at
reduced price.
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RE-CAPITALISATION
Suppose the firm issues 1 rights share for every N shares held by existing
shareholders, and the new share could be purchased at an issue (exercise) price
of I. Then at the expiration date t+k of the rights exercise"*, the investor would
expend a further amount I above the initial purchase NP, at t. There are at least
three plausible measures of the holding period retum. We will discuss them each
in tum and comment on their suitability. Before that we need to ascertain two
points. First, investors would want to exercise their rights option (if not transfer-
ring the rights to another investor for a payment) if the issue price is below the
current market price of a share. If they do not, then the resulting drop in the
share price^ when others exercise would imply a capital loss which they could
have prevented. Second, since N is usually small, and sometimes below one, and
I is usually close to the market share price, then unlike dividends, the timing of I
is quite important in determining R,^ .^
One approach is to assume that the investor has already allocated all his
resources and could not reallocate in the interim. Therefore, to exercise the right,
he has to pay for the new issue price by selling off part of his existing shares or,
more likely, sell the rights. Assuming, he sells part of his shares, he sells
number of shares, * where P,^ ^ is the price at t+k. At t+n, the investor has
N - ( I / P , J +1
number of shares. Therefore, his holding period retum is R^^^^
1 + R„„ = [Pun {N + 1 - (I / P.,,)) + ND,,.]/ NP,
assuming j < k again assuming dividend is payable soon after rights issue. Be-
cause D,^ . is relatively small, we would not complicate the issue.by considering
its timing in detail. Then,
(3)
Everything else being the same, an increase in the additional outlay, I,
would decrease the retum, as is evident in (3). This is so particularly when P^ ^^  is
low relative to pre-rights issue. It can be seen that the share price at t+k plays an
important role in (3) in so far as it determines the amount of profit to be recog-
nised for deciding to sell existing shares.
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A second approach is the yield-to-maturity or internal rate of return con-
cept. The return is chosen so that the starting and ending prices, adjusted for
streams of inflows and outflows, have a NPV of zero:
NP.
or P
N d + R , , / "
By approximating k = j = n, the equation is:
or 1 + R,^ ^ = [P,^ ^ { 1 + 1/N - (I/NP, J } + D, J / P,
or 1 + R,.n = [P..n + (P..n ' D d/N) + D,^J/ P, (4)
= : approximation operator.
However, if the timing k is material, we may want a better approximation
which can be derived as follows.
(1 + R^J P. + (I/N) (1 + R.J« = P.^ ^ {1 + (1/N)} + D,,„
or (1 + R,J =[P.^J1 +(1/N)- (I*/NP,J) + D,J/P,
where I* = 1(1 +\J^
and e =1 - (k/n), so 9 e (0,1).
Practically, rather than iterating till convergence to obtain R,^_^  (since it occurs on
both sides), we may fmd the approximate risk-free rate r^  < R,^ ^ so that
Then
(5)
The use of I** < I* provides a measure for R,^ _^  closer to the measure of R^ ^^  in
(4). Notice that (5) is equivalent to (4) if we put I** = I, or 0 = 0, that is k = n.
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Hence, (5) is a generalisation of (4). If k < n, however, because of the higher
present value of further outlay I, the retum calculated in (5) would be smaller
than that in (4). This is evident since I** > I when 9 > 0. Moreover, as k gets
smaller relative to n, 9 becomes larger, and R^^^ smaller, which is intuitively
correct.
But this approach assumes that the calculated R,^ _^  prevails also in the sub-
interval (t, t+k), which may notiDe true. The same criticism is usually levelled at
the IRR analysis. To avoid this criticism, we suggest another approach where it
is assumed that the investor would invest amount 5 at t at rate r^ so that by t+k,
the amount I is accumulated for paying the new issue price. Now,
where r" is defmed over each period. Then, the holding period retum is
,^ ^ {1 + (1/N)} + ND,^.]/ (>fP, + 6)
or,
1+ Kn = [P..n {1 + 0/N)} + D,^.]/ [P, + (I/N) (1 + r f") •"]
or,
1+ K. = tP..n {1 + (1/N) ) + D, J / [ P, + (I/N) (1 + r,)-'^ "] (6)
where r^  is the rate over (t, t+n).
From (6), we get
(1 + R,J P, + (I/N) ( 1 + R,^; (1 + rX = P..n {1 + (1/N)} + D,,^
so.
Kn = [ P..n < 1 + (1/N) - (I^ /NP.,«)} + D,,J /P.
where
But
Hence T > I" in (5). And I* > I in (4). Therefore, the retum calculated here is
smaller than in (4) and (5). But for practical computation, we may again use I "
as an approximation for V.
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We suggest three valid measures of ex-post retums in equations (3), (5),
and (6). We suggest that (5) is in principle more accurate than the commonly
used (4). This is because we explicitly consider the time value of I in (5). (5) is
in tum an approximation of the two approaches via IRR and realisable reinvest-
ment. Equation (5) is to be considered as a better approximation compared to (4)
because the adjustment for dividends is non-trivial if N is small, and P, is small
in value and there is a need to reformulate the cash fiow received.
Comparing (3) and (4), it is seen that if P,^ ^ is smaller than P,^ ,^ the retum
calculated via (3) is lower. Otherwise it is higher. There is a simple explanation.
The approach in (3) represents a decision not to put more capital into the stock.
So when the share price increases from t+k to t+n, this represents a lower retum
compared to putting more capital in via the second and third approaches.
Equation (3) has some serious drawbacks. First, it assumes no transactions
cost. The cost of selling part of the existing shares would iniply a lower retum.
Second, the divisibility of shares assumption may not be true for small lot
holders. Therefore, the other two approaches suggested by (4) and (5) in the
calculation of R,^ ^ appear to be more reasonable. This would he even more
plausible if we suppose the announcement of a rights issue at t+k occurs before
or at t so that re-capitalisation is predictable by the investor and he makes the
necessary cash adjustments and preparation.
CONCLUSION
The measure in (6) is suggested as the most appropriate measure when n is over
a month or so for it explicitly takes into account time value. For small n (e.g.
daily retums), we can assume k = 0, n = 1, and therefore, the time value is not an
issue and we can simplify (6) as:
1+ R,^ , = [P,^ , {1 + (1/N)} + D.^,]/[P,+ (I/N)]
The above is the same as equation (3) except for the imputation of impact of is-
sue premium which is zero for bonus issue.
Note that for event studies, the cumulative average retums (CAR) calcu-
lated around the ex-event dates depend a great deal on how the retums are
calculated. Our argument implies that if (4) is used instead of (5) or (6), the CAR
would have been higher. This could lead to a misleading interpretation that there
is an ex-date positive effect on prices if in fact (for example) there is none. It is
also evident from the discussion that research using monthly data is more likely
to be affected by the systematic bias in the retum calculations than would be the
case using daily retums. We suggest that financial research findings have to be
interpreted considering this bias in retum calculation under re-capitalisation.
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ENDNOTES
1. Share repurchase is not legal in Singapore, although it is practised in the United States
of America.
2. Since dividend payments are usually a small percentage of share price, the under-
quoting effect is not significant.
3. In the case where issue prices are not applicable, one can argue on conceptual ground
that short of information signalling, the immediate ex-price after issue should be the
same as the previous price. That is, new investors would not buy more expensive new
shares if they can buy existing shares. And the firm would not offer cheaper shares in
the case of rights issue than the existing ones, or the existing shareholders would sue
the management for subsidising new investors. We may continue to use (1) unless we
want to incorporate any information effect, which is outside the purview of this paper.
4. Since new shares would only be issued after t+k, a rational investor would not wish to
pay I before t+k, or much earlier than necessary.
5. We assume there is no asymmetric information modelling here. It could conceivably
be that a rights issue sigiials bad news and even if the issue price is low, the investor
would not buy. Unless an investor sells the rights (even if he did not want to sell part
of his investment to take advantage of rights offer) a loss will be incurred by doing
nothing.
6. We allow fractions for analytical purposes. Of course, we could have grossed every-
thing up to integers.
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